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Egerton

Clerk o’ the Temple

Talk to yourself

You supported the Society of Jesus,
seeking to undermine the Queen’s control in
favour of Spain and the Catholic faith. Your
collusion in a failed assassination led to your
arrest; narrowly avoiding the gallows

You’ve read the Liber Salomonis, the
collected wisdom of King Solomon

Carousing – taverns are your natural
territory; UNGUARDED words flow in the
presence of strong spirits

Infiltration – insignifance means you
CAN go unnoticed in the midst of a gathering

Detect Lies – you have an eye for a lie
and signals that accompany them

Quill, ink and commonplace book

Dagger

Pouch, 25 shillings

Ornate miniature incense burner

3

0

1

favour: glare

Once per game, blind someone with a sudden
intense light, disorientating for a moment

You work as a runner and fetcher in

the courts of London’s law givers, a

life that keeps you exceedingly busy.

SHREWSBURY

Quirk:

Rolling a 1 or 2 means that you succeed at a price

Clerk o’ the Temple



D6 D4 D8

You fell in with the Star of Artemis,
believing that true faith has become mired in
propaganda

You have read the Cheirokmeta, A volume
in which zosimos of panopolis describes the
means to work with and augment base matter

Archaeology – power is all about losT
treasure & shallow graves

BLUFFING – the capacity to mislead or
divert the judgement of others

Alchemy – Study of the composition of
waters, movement, growth, embodying and
disembodying to transform base matter

Book of Heraldry

Dagger

Pouch, 15 shillings

A bone comb

3

0

                        Gage

Courtier

You Find it difficult to work
with others moving around

1

favour: dirt

Once per game, create a molehill or generate
a small, unexpected hole of equal measure

COLCHESTER

Quirk:

You spend time in the periphery of the

Queen’s Court, mixing at arms length with

the influential and the wealthy

Rolling a 1 or 2 means that you succeed at a price
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Once a scholar, you uncovered the Pythag-
orean Brotherhood, who believe that
truth lies between form and number

You read the Steganographia, which seeks
to formularize the rites and acts of summon-
ing spirits and demons, but conceals hidden
lore on matters of ciphers and strange codes

Signs – YOU KNOW THE COMMON MARKS AND
symbols left by others as tip-off or guidance

Passage & Path – navigating the lesser
known routes; knowing who else uses them;
finding ways

Geometry – angles & lines; the study of
shapes and forms as precursor
to greater knowledge

Tallow candles wrapped in canvas

Dagger

Pouch, 5 shillings

Bone toothpick

3

0

                        Grace

Unperson

Annoyed by anything
that’s out of place

1

favour: disquiet

Once per game, cause an inexplicable static
shock

GREAT YARMOUTH

Quirk:

You life as a student of sorts took a

wrong turn that found you fighting for

survival upon the streets.

Rolling a 1 or 2 means that you succeed at a price
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You joined The Octogon Society, a
splinter of the Knights Templar focussed on
the balance of mind and spirit to achieve
ascendancy

You have read De Neycomancia, which
purports to offer knowledge of commune with
the dead

Intimidation – imposing presence and
threat of harm to extract cooperation

Sleight-of-Hand – the art of
distraction; non-magical trickery

MEDIUMSHIP – you are sensitive to the
presence of the lingering dead and might, on
occasion, serve as a conduit for theM

Horse pick

Double-edged hoof knife

Dagger

Pouch, 20 shillings

3

0

                        Fox

Horse Trader

Tendency to absent-
mindedly dismantle things

1

favour: trail

Once per game, deepen or disperse footprints,
nearby

SALISBURY

Quirk:

You have an eye for a deal and the spirit to

make a trade, even when those you bargain

with can see they stand to lose.

Rolling a 1 or 2 means that you succeed at a price
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Joined the Brothers of the Rose, who
believe insight lies in study of the esoteric
truths of the past

You have read the Problemata, an anno-
tated and dissected record of the devices and
mechanisms made or theorised by the Ancient
Greeks

Prepared – the good sense to have packed
well; small things when needed most

Mechanics – understand the basics of
modern machinery; axles to clockwork, locks
to firing mechanisms

Concealment – expertise in the business
of hiding/finding things

Twine, straps and a small padlock

Dagger

pouch, 10 shillings

A weatherproofed wool coat

3

0

                        Lake

Porter

Fascinated by Nobility

1

favour: chill

Once per game, drop the temperature, suddenly,
for a moment

READING

Quirk:

You have worked the roads and the coach

houses of the west roads, canny of the

loads and keeping good time.

Rolling a 1 or 2 means that you succeed at a price




